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OIL ERA IS COMING TO AN END: A FACT OR FICTION??? 



STORY OF OIL 

“...oil is first found in the minds of men” 
- Wallace Pratt 



World - 1859 

Digboi - 1866 

EAST OR WEST;  OIL STARTED FROM FOREST 

History repeats after SEVEN years. 

In the rain forest of ASSAM, the first Indian 

well in DIGBOI. 

The world witnessed modern oil industry with 

drilling of 69.5' deep well in the middle of the 

wooded landscape of NW PENNSYLVANIA. 



Elephants were used to drag the machinery on sleigh along animal tracks. 

OIL STORY IN INDIA 



 Waves in exploration transgressed from 

onland to shallow water to deep water. 

 

 

 Each time that the world faced pessimism 

about oil reserves; soon after, a new wave 

appeared. 

 

 

 Opening up of frontiers such as the polar 

regions, mountain ranges and basins 

below basins substantiate the fact that Oil 

Era is not coming to an end in the near 

future. 

WAVES IN PETROLEUM EXPLORATION 

The critical factor is to find cheap oil with a profitable margin. 



1/10th of total 

world oil reserves 

and ¼th of total 

world gas reserves 

in the Arctic 

region alone 

OIL BELOW ICE 

“What appears spectral today will be natural tomorrow.” - Franz Marc 

USGS estimates of Arctic reserves 

PROBABILITY 
OIL 

(BBO) 

GAS 

(TCF) 

95% 44 770 

50% 83 1547 

5% 157 299 



Three successful cycles of petroleum reserve build-up can be recognised in the history of 

Russian petroleum exploration. Could the fold belts be the basis of the next cycle? 

First two cycles: Natural seeps and the anticlinal theory in the young fold belt of the 

Caucasus and Volga Ural provided numerous outcrops unveiling different geological settings. 

Third Cycle: West Siberia  

(1913) 

(1980 onwards) 

RUSSIAN FOLD BELT: THE NEXT HOT PLAY 



 Subsalt plays associated with enormous submarine masses of allochthonous salt started in 

the U.S. Gulf of Mexico during the 1980’s, with the discoveries of Mahogany in 1993 and 

Teak in 1994. 

 Today, subsalt exploration activity takes place in the Gulf of Mexico (Mexico and the USA) 

and in West Africa, especially Offshore Angola. 

WILCOX BASIN, GOM: NEW INSIGHT BENEATH THE SALT 

(2000) 
(1900) 





STARKLY CONTRASTING PERCEPTIONS 

Oil is getting over; 

Middle East is rife 

with conflicts 

Catastrophic impact 

on related 

industries 

Bitcoin, 

Cryptocurrency – are 

they really near ? 

Disruption of 

transportation in history 

– Emerging Electric 

Vehicles 

Swift transition to 

green energy (wind & 

solar) is premature 

Oil price jumps to 

stay in the range of 

USD 70-80 



OIL & GAS IN THE PRIMARY ENERGY MIX OF INDIA 

Gas business is catching up 

Net Import = 4X Net Production 



 Unprecedented volatility observed in oil prices in recent times. (WTI is $4/b lower than 

Brent North Sea) 

 June, 2008: $145/b 

 June, 2014: $100/b  

 June, 2015: $60/b  

 Jan, 2016:   $27/b       

 Dec, 2017:  $67/b (oil prices hit a 30-month high) 

 Crude oil prices will average $60-70/b in 2018 (US EIA prediction).  

 Commodities traders also predict the price of oil to be anywhere from $48/b - $68/b by 

March 2018.  

 Further oil price scenario will depend on the availability of alternate source. 

UNPRECEDENTED VOLATILITY IN CRUDE OIL PRICE 



 Oil prices used to have a predictable seasonal swing. They spiked in the spring due to high 

demand for summer vacation driving while prices dropped in the fall and winter. So why have 

oil prices been so volatile?  

 The reasons are: 

1. Global unrest: Middle East 

2. OPEC  controls the output. 

THE DYNAMICS OF “PETRO-TECTONICS” 

WTI Crude: 65 USD/bbl in Jan, 
2018 
Brent Crude: 70 USD/bbl in 
Jan, 2018 

3. Volatility due to foreign exchange traders. 

4. Global demand grew more slowly than anticipated. 

5. Production by other countries (Latin America, Russia) 



OIL PRICE ???? WHO IS TO BLAME 





 OPEC  has 14 member countries. 

 Though OPEC tried to maintain a $70/b, in 2014, 

it abandoned this policy.  

 Saudi Arabia, OPEC's biggest contributor, lowered 

its price to its largest customers in October 2014.  

 However, it did not want to lose market share to 

its arch rival, Iran.  

 Iran promised to double its oil exports to 2.4 

MMBBL/d once sanctions were lifted. 

 The nuclear peace treaty allowed Saudi Arabia's 

biggest rival to sell oil in 2016.  

 Saudi Arabia also did not want to lose market 

share to U.S. shale oil producers.  

 Why did the United States produce so much oil at 

historically low prices? Many shale oil producers 

became more efficient in extracting oil. They 

found ways to keep wells open because it's 

expensive to cap them.  

OPEC CONTROL 

 At the same time, massive oil wells in 

the GoM came on line. They couldn't 

stop production regardless of low oil 

prices.  

 Hence, large traditional oil enterprises 

stopped exploring new reserves.  

 It was cheaper for them to buy out the 

less efficient shale oil companies.  



 Most oil-exporting countries peg 

their currencies to the dollar.  

 25% rise in the dollar offsets a 25% 

drop in oil prices.  

 Global uncertainty is one factor that 

makes the U.S. dollar so strong. 

 LESSER GLOBAL DEMAND: 

 It only rose from 92.4 million b/day  

in 2014 to 93.3 million b/d ay in 

2015, according to the IEA. 

 Most of the increase was from China, 

which now consumes 12 percent of 

global oil production. 

 However, China’s economic reforms 

slowed growth.  

 

 

 

FOREX TRADING AND GLOBAL DEMAND 

 VOLATILITY DUE TO FOREIGN EXCHANGE TRADERS: 

VIX in 2016/2017 

Average VIX Level (1990-Present) 



TENSIONS IN THE MIDDLE EAST: A SERIOUS IMPACT 

Iran 

Iraq 

Saudi 

Arabia 

Jordan 

Syria 

Egypt 

Sudan 

Libya 

Tunisia 

Algeria 

Morocco 

Mauritania 

Western 

Sahara 

Kuwait 

Djibouti 



 The situation in the Middle East has rarely been as fluid as today, the events seldom as 

fascinating to watch. 

 Since early 2011, heads of state of Tunisia, Egypt and Libya have been driven to exile, put 

behind bars or lynched by a mob.  

 Yemeni leader was forced to step aside, while the Syrian regime is fighting a desperate battle 

for bare survival.  

 Other autocrats dread what the future might bring and, of course, foreign powers are closely 

watching the events. 

 

 

 

TENSIONS IN THE MIDDLE EAST: A GRAVE CONCERN 

 Iran vs Saudi Arabia  

 Shia vs. Sunni  

 ISIS vs Governing Regimes  

 Civil War in Syria  

 Civil War in Yemen  

Middle East: Decades of Instability  



 Bahrain: (Current Situation: Civil unrest) 

 In February 2011, the Arab Spring re-energized the largely Shia anti-government 

protesters in Bahrain. Mass pro-democracy protests erupted in February 2011, prompting 

a government crackdown aided by troops from Saudi Arabia.  

 But unrest continues, as a restless Shiite majority confronts a state dominated by the 

Sunni minority. The ruling family has yet to offer any significant political concessions. 

 Egypt: (Current Situation: Transition from autocratic rule) 

 The dictator is gone, but Egyptian military still holds real power. 

 Egypt remains locked in a protracted process of political transition after the resignation 

of the long-serving leader Hosni Mubarak in February 2011, with most of the real political 

power still in the hands of the military. 

 Mass anti-government protests in July 2013 forced the army to remove Egypt’s first 

democratically elected president, Mohammed Morsi, amid deep polarization between the 

Islamists and secular groups. 

WHAT KIND OF POLITICAL SYSTEMS ARE EMERGING? 



 Iraq: (Current Situation: High risk of political and religious violence) 

 Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki speaks during a press conference on May 11, 2011 at 

the green zone area in Baghdad, Iraq. 

 Iraq’s Shiite majority dominates the governing coalition, placing growing strain on the 

power-sharing agreement with Sunnis and Kurds.  

 Al Qaeda is using the Sunni resentment of the government to mobilize support for its 

escalating campaign of violence. 

 Iran: (Current Situation: Regime infighting/Tensions with the West) 

 Iran’s oil-dependent economy is under severe strain due to sanctions imposed by the West 

over the country’s nuclear program.  

 Meanwhile, supporters of former president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad vie for power with 

factions backed by Ayatollah Khamenei, and reformists who are placing their hopes in 

President Hassan Rouhani. 

WHAT KIND OF POLITICAL SYSTEMS ARE EMERGING? 



 Israel: (Current Situation: Political stability/Tensions with Iran) 

 Netanyahu’s right-wing Likud Party came on top of the early elections held in January 

2013, but faces a hard time keeping its diverse government coalition together. 

 Prospects for a breakthrough in peace negotiations with Palestinians are close to zero, and 

military action against Iran is possible in Spring 2013. 

 Lebanon: (Current Situation: High risk of political and religious violence) 

 Hezbollah is the strongest military force in Lebanon, backed by Iran and Syria. 

 Lebanon’s governing coalition backed by the Shiite militia Hezbollah has close links to the 

Syrian regime, while the opposition is sympathetic to Syrian rebels who have established 

a rear base in northern Lebanon.  

 Clashes erupted between rival Lebanese groups in the north, capital remains calm but 

tense. 

WHAT KIND OF POLITICAL SYSTEMS ARE EMERGING? 



 Libya: (Current Situation: Transition from autocratic rule) 

 Rebel militias that overthrew Col. Muammar al-Qaddafi still control large parts of Libya.  

 July 2012 parliamentary elections were won by a secular political alliance. However, large 

parts of Libya are controlled by militias, former rebels that brought down the regime of 

Col. Muammar al-Qaddafi.  

 Frequent clashes between rival militias threaten to derail the political process. 

 Qatar: (Current Situation: Succession of power to a new generation of royals) 

 Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa al Thani abdicated from the throne in June 2013 after 18 years 

in power.  

 The accession of Hamad’s son, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al Thani, was aimed at 

invigorating the state with a new generation of royals and technocrats, but without 

affecting major policy shifts. 

WHAT KIND OF POLITICAL SYSTEMS ARE EMERGING? 



 Saudi Arabia (Current Situation: Royal family rejects reforms) 

 Will the royal family manage the succession of power without internal feuds?  

 Saudi Arabia remains stable, with anti-government protests limited to areas populated 

with the Shiite minority.  

 However, growing uncertainty over the succession of power from the current monarch 

raises the possibility of tension within the royal family. 

 Syria: (Current Situation: Civil war) 

 Can Syrian President Bashar al-Assad and his wife Asma survive the uprising?  

 After a year and a half of unrest in Syria, conflict between the regime and the opposition 

has escalated to full-scale civil war.  

 Fighting has reached the capital and key members of the government have been killed or 

have defected. 

WHAT KIND OF POLITICAL SYSTEMS ARE EMERGING? 



 Tunisia: (Current Situation: Transition from autocratic rule) 

 Mass protests in January 2011 forced long-serving president Zine al-Abidine Ben Ali to 

flee the country, setting off the Arab Spring.  

 The birthplace of the Arab Spring is now ruled by a coalition of Islamist and secular 

parties. 

 A heated debate is underway on the role that Islam should be accorded in the new 

constitution, with occasional street scuffles between ultra-conservative Salafis and secular 

activists. 

 Turkey: (Current Situation: Stable democracy) 

 Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan walks a tightrope between his party's 

platform of political Islam and Turkey's constitutional commitment to secularism.  

 Ruled by moderate Islamists since 2002, Turkey has seen its economy and regional 

influence grow in recent years. 

  The government is battling a Kurdish separatist insurgency at home, while supporting the 

rebels in neighbouring Syria. 

WHAT KIND OF POLITICAL SYSTEMS ARE EMERGING? 



 Yemen: (Current Situation: Transition/Armed insurgency) 

 Former Yemeni President Ali Abdullah Saleh resigned in November 2011, leaving behind a 

broken country. 

 Long-serving leader Ali Abdullah Saleh resigned in November 2011 under a Saudi-brokered 

transition deal, after nine months of protests.  

 Interim authorities are battling Al Qaeda-linked militants and a growing separatist 

movement in the south, with moot prospects for a transition to a stable democratic 

government. 

WHAT KIND OF POLITICAL SYSTEMS ARE EMERGING? 



OTHER COUNTRIES 

Latin America at risk 

Russia crude and condensate production 

Russian Growth Cannot Offset Mature Field Decline  

 Political regimes have crippled 

Venezuela and other Latin American  

countries. 

 Mexico, Brazil, Colombia production 

expansion at risk in low price 

environment  

 Venezuela, Ecuador political regimes at 

risk in a low price environment 

 Sanctions and low oil prices push back time 

frame for East Siberia and Arctic development  

 Meanwhile European Demand is Falling and 

Russian is Pivoting to Asia 



ENERGY BASKET: 

PERCEPTION OF TODAY 

PROJECTIONS FOR TOMORROW 



OIL & GAS: A MAJOR SHARE IN COMMODITY INVESTMENT 

The balance is going to shift towards metals 



WORLD ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER CAPITA 

Energy use Per Capita 

Litre Oil per Day (Per Capita, Energy Equivalent) 

Social Progress Index vs. 

Energy per country 

 India features close to the 

bottom of the SPI with around 

2.5 liter oil/day (per capita, 

energy equivalent) 

 India uses 614 KGoE against 

USA’s 7032 KGoE (8.7% of US 

usage) 



RENEWABLE ENERGY OUTLOOK OF INDIA 

The likely installed capacity of renewable energy resources at the end of 2017. 



 ELECTRIC VEHICLES 

 SOLAR 

 WIND 

ENERGY ALTERNATIVES & TECHNOLOGY IMPERATIVES 



 Domestic Front 

 As of end 2015, > 6000 EVs were 

registered in India 

 India has Faster Adoption & 

Manufacturing of EVs (FAME) 

schemes and lower GST to 

encourage use of EVs. 

 According to FAME, India has 

pledged to go all-electric by 2030. 

 In 2017, Uber and Mahindra joined 

hands in which 200 Mahindra EVs 

will be allotted to Uber. 

 Nagpur will be the first city to get 

this fleet of Electric Taxis. 

 

Cumulative sales of highway legal Electric Vehicles reached 2 million units. 

ELECTRIC VEHICLES: SOME IMPORTANT FACTS 

 International Front 

 > 637,000 light-duty passenger EVs registered in Europe (31.4% of global sales) 

 Norway has the highest market penetration per capita in the world. 



EVOLUTION OF ELECTRIC CAR STOCK 

BEV: Battery Electric Vehicles 

PHEV: Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles 



 Will the emerging electric vehicle “transportation as a service (TaaS)” business model kill 

the global oil industry? If yes, then when??? 

 EV economic gains in USA include: 

 EVs engaged in TaaS will make up 60% of U.S vehicle stock. 

 As fewer cars travel more miles, the number of passenger vehicles on American roads will 

drop from 247 million in 2020 to 44 million in 2030. 

 Using TaaS will be 4 - 10X cheaper per mile than buying a new car, and 2 - 4X cheaper 

than operating an existing gas-powered paid-off vehicle, by 2021. 

 The cost of TaaS will be driven down by several factors, including utilization rates that are 

10X higher; electric vehicle lifetimes exceeding 500,000 miles; and far lower 

maintenance, energy, finance and insurance costs. 

ELECTRIC CARS MAY RULE THE WORLD’S ROADS BY 2040 

“We are on the cusp of one of the fastest, deepest, most consequential disruptions of 

transportation in history,”  says RethinkX think tank founder in a press release. 



 Specialist Engineering/Oil Services Companies: high-cost projects such as Alberta Oil Sands 

and Deep-water activities in GoM & Brazil will be stranded by disruption in  demand. 

 Shipping Industry: volume decline in oil production will lead to oversupply of tankers and 

sharp fall in prices. Decline in demand for new oil tankers will lead to negative ripple effect 

along the shipping-construction value chain. 

 Oil Trading: finding a buyer will become more difficult during a market downturn. 

 Pipelines & Refineries: refineries associated with uncommercial  fields would need extensive 

retrofitting; else will be shut down. 

 If 70% fewer passenger cars and trucks are manufactured each year, global automaker 

supply chains will shrink to a fraction of their current size, throwing millions of people out 

of work, with ripple effects throughout national economies. 

 Automakers like General Motors and Ford Co. will either become low-margin, high-volume 

assemblers of EVs or transition to becoming ‘TaaS’ providers. 

CATASTROPHIC IMPACT ON THE OIL VALUE CHAIN 

General Motors recently invested $500 million in ride-sharing company Lyft. 



 Technology Leadership Gains: Leadership will ensure that businesses will be best placed to 

lead the disruption globally and capture the wealth and job creation associated with it. 

 Productivity gains from freeing up of time to work during commutes and faster transport 

times for consumers will lead to an increase in the U.S. GDP from $500 billion to $2.5 

trillion. 

 Public sector budget gains from lower highway infrastructure costs and from the possibility 

of a “land bonanza” as publicly owned land within road right of ways is freed up for other 

uses. 

 Quality of life gains from improved mobility for those who are unable to drive themselves, 

access to transport for those who cannot afford it, cleaner air, fewer road fatalities and 

injuries, and the increased ability of governments to meet their climate change targets. 

 

 

ECONOMIC, SOCIAL & ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS 



 Oil disruption: Lower volumes (lesser by 21 MMBBL/day) and lower prices of oil will have 

geopolitical implications for energy security, military spending and regional stability. 

 Environmental, health and social benefits: The new TaaS-based road passenger transport 

system will reduce CO+ emissions, lower air pollution, improve health, increase the 

efficiency of material use, significantly enhance mobility and significantly reduce social 

inequality due to lack of access to transportation. 

 CO2 emissions reductions: TaaS vehicles have an order-of-magnitude lower lifetime CO2 

emissions (cut by 3.2 billion tons per year) as compared to fossil fuel depending vehicles. 

 Driving jobs: Will be lost as a result of TaaS, resulting in aggregate income losses of up to 

$200 billion. 

 New industry: The creation of the multi-trillion-dollar TaaS industry will create wealth 

comparable to or larger than that generated by the personal computer, internet or mobile 

telephony booms. 

NET LONG-TERM GAIN EXPECTED TO BE HIGHER  



BARRIERS TO ELECTRIC VEHICLES MARKET 



With the California Mojave Desert as its 

testing ground, Ivanpah, world’s biggest 

solar thermal plant (392 MW), is out to 

prove that renewable energy can work 

on a massive scale. 

TOWER OF POWER WITH SOLAR 

 Thousands of angled mirrors reflecting solar energy. 

 This energy gets concentrated at the 500' Ivanpah Tower. 

 Its like looking at 28,000 suns. 

 Different from photovoltaic modules. Here solar energy is 

generated. 

 Heat/Steam which is then converted to electricity in steam 

turbine. 

 Can this technology economically compete with cheaper 

fossil? 

 Fuels or for that matter photovoltaic technology. 



 India's solar energy insolation is about 600 TW/year, far more than its current total primary 

energy consumption. 

 With a major section of its citizens still surviving off-grid, India's grid system is considerably 

under-developed.  

 Availability of cheap solar can bring electricity to people, and bypass the need of installation 

of expensive grid lines.  

 Also a major factor influencing a region's energy intensity is the cost of energy consumed for 

temperature control.  

 Since cooling load requirements are roughly in phase with the sun's intensity, cooling from 

intense solar radiation could make perfect energy-economic sense, whenever the required 

technology becomes competitively cheaper. 

SOLAR ENERGY POTENTIAL IN INDIA 

India's long-term solar potential could be unparalleled in the world since it has the ideal 

combination of both high solar insolation and a big potential consumer base density. 



 Jinan, a major city in China, opened on 

28/12/2017 a kilometre-long stretch of 

solar expressway for testing, joining 

France and the Netherlands that have 

tapped into the nascent technology. 

 China's new solar road consists of an 

insulating layer on the bottom, 

photovoltaic panels in the middle, and 

transparent concrete on top. 

 The solar panels cover 5,875 m2 and can 

generate 1 million kWh power/year. 

 If the technology proves effective, 

electricity generated could power 

everything from street lights to 

signboards, and even a snow-melting 

system on the road.  

 WORLD'S FIRST PHOTOVOLTAIC HIGHWAY 

The site also serves as a clean energy lab to test other technologies, including wireless 

charging for electric vehicles and providing internet connection. 



 On 18th Aug 2017, Cochin International Airport Limited  (CIAL) announced that the airport 

will run completely on solar power, making it the first airport in the world to do so.  

 This makes the airport “absolutely power neutral”- which means that it can create as much 

energy as it consumes.  

WORLD’S FIRST SOLAR POWERED AIRPORT 

 The solar plant cost CIAL 10 MM USD 

to construct; with the present 

amount of daily electricity 

consumption by the airport, they will 

be able to recover this amount in 

roughly 5 years.  

 The solar panels are expected to last 

for about 25 years. So the airport has 

at least two decades of significant 

savings based on this plan.  

 Additionally, the solar plant will be 

able to prevent 300,000 tons of 

     carbon emission from coal-fired power plants over a period of 25 years.  

 CIAL also has plans to sell the surplus energy produced from the plant back to the Kerala 

State Electricity Board (KSEB). 



 India’s first ever solar boat ‘Aditya’ was launched at Kochi’s Vembanad Lake in Kerala on 9th 

Nov, 2016 and has been in operation since 12th Jan, 2017. 

 The 75-seater boat fitted with 78 rooftop solar panels ferries along a 2.5 km route 22 times a 

day between Vaikkom and Thavanakkadavu. 

WORLD’S FIRST SOLAR POWERED BOAT 

 Compared to the conventional diesel-

powered boat with the same 

functional features and safety 

standards which costs 231,000 USD, 

the solar ferry costs 370,000 USD.  

 But the extra cost of the boat can be 

recovered in 3 yrs. since the 

operating cost of the solar ferry is 

<5% of the operating cost of a diesel-

powered ferry. 

 The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy has agreed to sponsor the project considering 

this is a first of its kind in India.  

 The benefit of sponsorship means that Kerala State Water Transport Department would get 

the boat at almost free of cost.  



 India has the 4th largest installed wind power 

capacity in the world. 

 Wind power accounts nearly 8.5% of India's 

total installed power generation capacity and 

generated 28.314 billion kWh in the fiscal year 

2014-15 which is nearly 2.6% of total 

electricity generation. 

 The capacity utilisation factor is nearly 15% in 

the fiscal year 2014-15.  

 The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy 

(MNRE) of India has announced a revised 

estimation of the potential wind power 

resource (excluding offshore wind power 

potential) from 49,130 MW assessed at 50m 

Hub heights to 102,788 MW assessed at 80m 

Hub height at 15% capacity factor.  

 

WIND POWER 

Wind power can easily supply >20% of world electricity. 



MAN HAS EVOLVED… SO HAS TECHNOLOGY 



 CELL PHONE REVOLUTION:  

 In the 1980s, when cell phones were bulky, expensive, and had a short battery life, 

experts predicted that by 2000 the industry might sell 900,000 units a year.  

 Actual sales that year were 109 million -  and by 2014 another unexpected technology 

transition had happened: Virtually all of those phones were smart phones. 

 UBER’S FASCINATING JOURNEY:  

 Dec 2008: Kalanick first hears the idea for Uber at the LeWeb technology conference. He 

thinks of it as a way to lower the cost of a black-car service using your phone. 

 Mar 2009: Uber is founded as UberCab, a black-car service. Garrett Camp, Oscar Salazar, 

and Conrad Whelan build the first version, with Kalanick serving as a “mega adviser”. 

 Jun 2010: Uber launches in San Francisco by letting you hail a car using your 

smartphone.  

 2011 onwards: Uber has spread throughout the globe & currently operates in over 58 

countries. 

 Today, Uber is valued at over $60 billion. 

TECHNOLOGY IMPERATIVES 



FINAL REMARKS 

Crisis breeds innovation 



“Ideas Are Nobody’s Monopoly” 

THINK AHEAD OF OTHERS 

Do not follow where the path may lead…  

 Go instead, where there is no path and leave a trail. 



Creative Mind 

Everybody can see  Only few can innovate…. 

Positive Thinking 

DISCOVERY CONSISTS OF SEEING WHAT EVERYBODY HAS SEEN, BUT THINKING 

WHAT NOBODY HAS EVER THOUGHT BEFORE 

YOU SEE THINGS, AND YOU SAY WHY? I DREAM THINGS THAT NEVER WERE; AND 

SAY, “WHY NOT?” 



Earth warmer by at least 1°C than 1900 

By 2035, ΔT >3°C if nothing is done 

Global Warming is a bigger threat than terrorism  

- Sir David King, Chief Scientist, UK 

CLIMATE… THE BIG WORRY 



 Over ¼th of the world's land could become significantly drier even if global warming is limited 

to the target of two degree Celsius, according to scientists including one of Indian origin. 

GLOBAL WARMING 

 The change would cause an increased threat of 

drought and wildfires. 

 “Aridification is a serious threat as it can critically 

impact agriculture, water quality and biodiversity. 

It can also lead to more droughts and wildfires - 

similar to those seen raging across California”, 

said Chang-Eui Park from SusTech.  

 “Another way of thinking of the emergence of 

aridification is a shift to continuous moderate 

drought conditions, on top of which future year-to-

year variability can cause more severe drought”, 

said Park.  

 “For instance, in such a scenario 15 per cent of semi- arid regions would actually experience 

conditions similar to 'arid' climates today”, he said.  

 The world has already warmed by one degree Celsius. But by reducing greenhouse gas 

emissions into the atmosphere, the likelihood of significant aridification can be reduced.  



 Air pollution deaths will double in next 35 years to kill up to 6.6 

million people every year. 

 The pollutants affect a person's lung capacity and growth, and are 

linked to ailments including lung cancer and heart disease. 

 Major cities of India such as Delhi, Agra, Mumbai, Pune, Chennai fall 

in the hazardous category. 

 The situation in China and Southeast Asia is quiet alarming. 

AIR POLLUTION – A THREAT TO LIFE ON EARTH 



 Oil price volatility is there to stay with us. We have to only make a logical projection for the 

future. 

 The optimism of a swift transition to green energy is premature and doesn’t take into 

account the hidden costs and difficulties of transitioning from fossil fuels. As a result, there 

is no unique solution, no either/or to our energy demands.  

 The ultimate solution is a balanced mix of oil, EVs and renewables. 

 While there has been a plethora of analysis on whether india will meet it’s energy production 

goal of 175 GW by 2022, the overwhelming consensus is that it will not; as the current 

capacity stands <60 GW and the country is adding <15 GW/annum. 

 To manage the rising share of renewable energy in the grid, thermal power plants will have to 

be ramped down, so that the grid can take in power from renewable sources when available.  

 However, thermal plants can’t be shutdown completely; when solar & wind energy are 

unavailable, alternatives will be needed to provide more power to the grid. 

 The other way to manage the intermittent nature of renewable energy is greater connectivity 

between regions, so that excess power from one region can be transferred to another. 

 A dose of realism need not dampen ambition but can instead help ground it in more informed 

policy-making. 

MAN HAS OVERPOWERED CRISES IN THE PAST; 

THE FUTURE WILL BE NO DIFFERENT 

Energy mix of the future is definitely towards a cleaner planet. 



When the wind blows,  

Some people build walls, 

Others Build Windmills 



OPTIONS UNLIMITED FOR CREATIVE MIND 



Aiming to improve the quality  of people’s life on 

earth            

What  a beautiful earth we have been endowed with 

And it is upto us to enhance its splendor 

with our knowledge in many ways 

We create the road for challenge and 

face them for success 


